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Dear Friends,
Over the Summer months, Rev’d Anthea, myself and the
‘Team’ have been busy with services, Weddings and Baptisms
and shared some wonderful busy but special happy occasions.
The ‘Pop up’ Hollybush fete included an excellent local
exhibition of creative works inside All Saints church. It was
good to welcome and chat with both familiar and new faces to
this event. This month marks one year since our late Queen
Elizabeth 11 died, a true servant of God and her Country and
Commonwealth and Charles 111 became King.
Around our villages, grains and fruits have been harvested.
Harvest Festivals take place to thank God for the land, for its
richness and for those who work the land. Harvest also
reminds us that we ‘have’ so much and to give thanks to God.
Thank you to all those in and around the Berrow Benefice who
work on the farms and the land. Harvest is also a time for
remembering to ‘share’ the fruits of the earth. Because if we
can extract the word ‘have’ from harvest, sad to say, we can
also extract the word ‘starve’. Jesus often talked about the
perils of having too much, and keeping for oneself what which
should be shared with others. He told a parable of a rich man
whose crops were so abundant, that he planned to build more
barns in order to store them. He didn’t sell or ‘share’ his
abundant harvest; but then he died and wasn’t able to enjoy
the results of his wealth. It’s a parable that reminds us that
being greedy, and hoarding are not virtues in God’s eyes. As
we enter once more into the difficult winter months, living and
fuel costs continue to rise we all need to think about those in
need around us and the organisations that strive to help.
We continue to support the local Food Banks. If we can all
actively encourage one another to share what we can, it is
another opportunity for trying afresh to get the balance right
between providing for ourselves and our loved ones, and
building a world based on mutual support and help for those
in genuine need, rather than on materialism and greed. Jesus
reminds us that earthly food comes and goes, and that we
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should seek instead the food that lasts forever; the spiritual food
which He offers to those who believe in Him.
Finally, ‘harvest’ time is also a time for remembering that God sows
spiritual seeds in our hearts. Seeds that He wants to bear an
abundant harvest. I came across this Pilgrims Creed written by
Father Murray Bodo recently whilst Bob, the family and I were
enjoying a lovely beach holiday in Cornwall. ‘I am not in control. I
am not in a hurry. I walk in faith and hope. I greet everyone with
peace. I bring back only what God gives me.’
I wonder what God has in store for me and you. One thing I am
sure about, I cannot predict what the next few months will being as
we face the challenges of our faith journey with our community, our
local schools, and our adjoining parishes. We all receive many
more gifts from God than we are ever aware of. We can simply
walk each day of our pilgrimage together in faith and in hope.

Rev’d Julie James
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Two writers, two artists, one churchwarden
and a fascination with – SWIFTS

Mark Cocker describes Swifts as living mysteries that are on the edge of
knowability. Maybe for this reason the story of research is fascinating
too. The earliest paper on swifts dates from 1680s, written by a
Cornish-born cleric Charles Morton; he believed the only way to account
for the birds’ appearance and disappearance was they were going to
outer space possibly to the Moon. In the mid-18th century Johann Frisch,
a German naturalist, caught a group of (in fact) swallows and wound red
thread twice round their legs, and on finding some return could disprove
a notion that they buried themselves in a muddy pond over the winter.  I
wasn’t certain of the great Edward Jenner’s technique in 1766 – he
clipped off two of the claws of 12 swifts for identification; and when they
returned, he could establish site-fidelity but not where they had gone.

The aluminium bands invented by the Danish naturalist Hans Christian
Mortensen in 1896 were the real game-changer in the study of avian
migration; into the soft surface of the bands Mortensen stamped an
address. 120 years later some 115 million birds have been marked, about
45 million in Britain alone, to reveal astonishing information about avian
migration. I always enjoy hearing Ruth Coates describe how her late
husband John was a BTO (British Trust for Ornithology) ringer of a variety
of birds and indeed ringed some of the swift colony at St Faith’s, Berrow
in the churchyard in the late 1990s/early 2000s. Ruth tells me – John put
up mist nets, usually at dawn or dusk and once the bird was caught in
the net, carefully extracted it, recorded all the relevant details, placed a
ring on its leg and then safely released the bird back into the wild.

It’s very interesting to read that swifts can show astonishing trust and
researchers who handle swifts say they appear tame. Possibly their
ancient isolation means they have never evolved fear of humans – the
less romantic feature of this is that swifts are infested with fleas.

Recent scientific developments have opened up the collection of
extraordinary information by a Geolocator, a tiny aviation ‘black box’, with
a light sensor and a little chip to store the information. These tracking
devices were first put on bigger birds, but as they got smaller could be
attached to swifts. The technology has been able to track literally the
bird’s daily activity, proving their capacity to fly non-stop for 10 months.
They fly by the sun and star and can detect the earth’s magnetic field in
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cloudy and stormy weather. Swifts fly to great heights as the light is fading
– sometimes as much as 4 kilometres - possibly to assess weather
conditions.

Does some of the mystery lie in the inaccessibility of nests?  The
assembling of the nest is no simple task: nest components are bound by
the swifts’ viscous saliva. As we well know, they return to the same site
annually. The standard clutch is 2 or 3 – with 3 being the most efficient,
the eggs lack colour which shows up better in the dark environment. The
incubation period of 19 days is a full week longer than similarly sized
songbirds. Once born, chicks process food efficiently. An extraordinary
characteristic is that if the weather is poor and the parents don’t return
with food, the chick can enter a state of torpor, lowering its metabolism
to eke out subcutaneous fat deposits until relief arrives. Most songbird
nestlings will die within hours of not receiving any food, but a swift chick
could survive 48-hours without nourishment. The swift’s endurance starts
young!

The original nesting places were woods. I’ve speculated before if the
wooded area which defines this part of Worcestershire and accounts for
the foundation of St Faith’s, Berrow in 1050 as a Chapel of Ease for the
woodmen (sent from Overbury) first brought the swifts here.

Now they nest in some of the major cities of the world, and everywhere,
swifts make small ecological judgements where they settle. Mark Cocker
seeks out man-made structures that are homes to swifts, pondering on
how long they have nested there and as I read names of places I knew
from long ago – Merida in Southern Spain that I visited as I specialised
in Moorish History and the shores of the Caspian Sea where I was taken
as a child - I wished that then I had understood about this wonderful
creature. There is a huge colony in the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem and as
they are ecumenical birds also at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. One
Easter, Andrew and I saw them in Tunis and so we waved and called out
– see you soon at St Faith’s!
So, what is it that tugs so at our hearts when we watch these extraordinary
creatures? Is that we have not cherished them by protecting their
environment? The swift population started to show signs of distress in
the 1990s. Recent figures suggest in the last 25 years we have lost over
50 per cent of the swift population. It is due to the loss of habitat and of
food through pesticide-use and insect devastation. With Brian and Leta
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Woodcock’s indulgence on space, I’d like to end with a verbatim copy of
our two authors concluding remarks.

Mark Cocker writes - But if you need a specific imaginative symbol, some
precise version of the entire miracle, I suggest that you look up. It doesn’t
matter whether you see a star or a bird. But if you choose the one shaped
to my mind, midway between a beautifully curving hemisphere and a
cross, then you should wish on it…A swift is all the hope you ever need.

Charles Foster – (I) said that although they’re called common swifts,
they’re the least common thing. That was wrong. Their power, freedom
and joy are the way that everything really is – though we don’t usually
see it. It is just that when the swifts scream through the sky, you can’t
miss it. That’s how everything, all the time, is meant to be.

Sometimes I hear people say – poetry is not for me. There are topics
where the economy of style is apposite – If (ha!) you want to think about
Love or Patriotism or maybe the humble Donkey then surely Swifts too
are wonderful candidates. Let a final word go to Wilfrid Owen with some
lines from a poem worked on between 1912 to 1917 and with an exquisite
freshness still –

Fine thou art and agile, O thou perfect bird …
Strung in tautest tension, By the lust of speed,

     And the mad contention, Of insatiate greed…
If my soul flew with thy assurance,
What fields, what skies to scour! What seas to brave!

Elisabeth Rambridge, Churchwarden
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